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Abstract—The IoT is innovative and important phenomenon
prone to several services and applications, but it should
consider the legal issues related to the data protection law.
However, should be taken into account the legal issues related
to the data protection and privacy law. Technological solutions
are welcome, but it is necessary, before developing applications,
to consider the risks which we cannot dismiss. Personal data is
a value. In this context it is fundamental to evaluate the legal
issues and prevent them, adopting in each project the privacy
by design approach. Regarding the privacy and security risks,
there are some issues with potential consequences for data and
liability. The IoT system allows us to transfer data on the
Internet, including personal data. In this context, it is impor-
tant to consider the new European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) that will be in force on 25 May 2018. The
GDPR introduces Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA),
data breach notification and very hard administrative fines
in respect of infringements of the Regulation. A correct law
analysis allows evaluating risks preventing the wrong use of
personal data. The contribution describes the main legal issues
related to privacy and data protection focusing on the Privacy
by Design approach, according to the GDPR. Furthermore, I
resolutely believe that is possible to develop a global privacy
standard framework that organisations can use for their data
protection activities.

Keywords-Internet of Things; Legal issues; Data Protection
and privacy Law; Security; Blockchain; Risks; Legal frame-
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I. INTRODUCTION

To define the Internet of Things (IoT) could be a challenge

[1] due to its technical and conceptual complexity [2]. The

IoT is a phenomenon founded on a network of objects linked

by a tag or microchip that send data to a system that receives

it.

The IoT includes every connection among objects, so

we have machine-to-machine (M2M) systems, where each

machine talks with other machine(s), communicating real-

time data and information. Nowadays we are faced with

several devices but mainly such as smartphones and apps,

sensors, chip, and any other electronic system. We read [3]

The concept was simple but powerful. If all objects
in daily life were equipped with identifiers and
wireless connectivity, these objects could com-
municate with each other and be managed by
computers.

In 2012 the Global Standards Initiative on Internet of Things

(IoT-GSI) the Internet of Things (IoT) defined the IoT as

”the infrastructure of the information society1.” Not that

the IoT phenomenon is realised only when two or more

objects are linked to each other in a network such as the

Internet. Apart from this kind of connection, an object could

also be indirectly linked to a person, thereby setting up a

ring network among objects and people. Its very simple,

for example, to imagine a ring network that could link a

person with one or more objects (a clock, a chair, a lamp,

etc.) equipped with a technological system (RFID, near field

communication NFC, etc.).

However, the IoT is a virtual reality that reproduces

exactly what happens in the real world. Lets imagine that

our clock, chair, and lamp all contain chips and are used

by a person with special needs. From a medical point of

view, it may be crucial, for instance, to know how many

times he uses the chair. At the same time, it is necessary

to help him by automatically turning on the lamp when he

sits in the chair. Using chips, it is possible for the objects

to communicate among themselves (e.g., the lamp turning

on when the chair sends data that the man is sitting down)

and at the same time send data over the Internet for, say,

medical analysis. The information provided by each object

can be aggregated, thereby creating a profile for him. The

profile may contain sensitive information about the man,

which raises the possibility of his being monitored. This

is a very important point for privacy.

This scenario could present a lot of legal issues related to

privacy and data protection law. The main goal is to evaluate

the impact of the IoT phenomenon on the fundamental

rights such as the right to respect for private and family life

according to the European Convention on human rights [4].

There are others legal aspects to take into account developing

a project on IoT.

1The Internet of Things (IoT) has been defined in Recommendation ITU-
T Y.2060 (06/2012) as a global infrastructure for the information society,
enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things
based on existing and evolving interoperable information and communica-
tion technologies [5].
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II. THE CORRECT APPROACH: PRIVACY IS NOT SECURITY

The main focal point to address a correct approach to

any evaluation of privacy risks, in general, is to understand

the differences between security and privacy. The correct

equation is the following one:

security �= privacy (1)

where security is different from privacy.

In fact, according to this principle, it is possible to adopt

very high-security measures, but this can not mean to respect

privacy law either protect users’ privacy. Often this concept

is every indication that it is necessary to intervene on

the security systems to be compliance with privacy law.

Obviously, this is a big misunderstanding and could create

confusion on the privacy approach and its consequences.

Adopting security measures is certainly a value, but it is

not the correct way to deal with privacy issues.

To address privacy and data protection correctly, it is

necessary to start from the privacy by design (or data

protection by design and by default) approach as further

and better clarified below. Privacy is embedded into design2.

More clearly ”Privacy, having been embedded into the sys-
tem before the first element of information being collected,
extends throughout the entire lifecycle of the data involved,
from start to finish” 3.

III. PROTECTING PRIVACY THROUGH THE PRIVACY BY

DESIGN APPROACH

The Internet of Things represents a global revolution: the

objects that people use in the real world can talk to other

objects and at the same time to the data subjects themselves.

This scenario can also be viewed as the Internet of People

(IoP) because of the connection among people. This con-

sciousness is the real engine that has pressed politicians and

regulators to intervene in the IoT realm. In fact, there is

a growing desire to create a general, comprehensive, and

structured legal framework for the Internet of Things to

protect users and consumers.

In October 2010, the 32nd International Conference of

Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners adopted a res-

olution on Privacy by Design (PbD) [6] that is a landmark

and represents a turning point for the future of privacy.

Instead of relying on compliance with laws and regulations

as the solution to privacy threats, PbD takes the approach

of embedding privacy into the design of systems from the

very beginning.

The primary goal is to draw up two concepts: a) data

protection and b) user. Regarding privacy, we have always

thought in term of compliance with laws, failing to evaluate

2A. Cavoukian - Privacy by Design and the Emerging Personal Data
Ecosystem - https://www.ipc.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/Resources/pbd-pde.
pdf

3A. Cavoukian, cit.

the real role of the user (and his or her personal data). To

develop an adequate data protection and privacy approach,

we must start any process with the user the person who has

to be protected putting him or her at the centre. That means

that during the design process, the organisation always has

to be thinking of how it will protect the users privacy. By

making the user the starting point in developing any project

(or process), we realise a PbD approach.
This methodological approach is based on the following

seven foundational principles [7]:

1) Proactive not reactive; preventative not remedial;
2) Privacy as the default setting;
3) Privacy embedded into design;
4) Full functionality positive-sum, not zero-sum;
5) End-to-end security full lifecycle protection;
6) Visibility and transparency keep it open;
7) Respect for user privacy keep it user-centric.
We can see why the Privacy by Design approach is so

important in the IoT environment. In fact, the Internet of

Things should adopt the PbD principles and statements,

always placing the user at the centre.
The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) has

promoted PbD, touting the concept in its March 2010

Opinion of the European Data Protection Supervisor on

Promoting Trust in the Information Society by Fostering

Data Protection and Privacy [8] as a key tool for gener-
ating individual trust in ICT . It was not long after this

endorsement that the 32nd International Conference of Data

Protection and Privacy Commissioners adopted the PbD

concept as well.
In Europe, this approach became ”Data Protection by

Design and by Default” (DPbDabD) in the EU Regulation

679/2016 [9] and indeed establishing this concept in the

law is a welcome development. Nevertheless, it is kind of

interesting to notice that the EU legislator used a different

expression (i.e., data protection by design and by default)

from the one adopted in the international context (i.e.,

Privacy by Design). These two expressions represent two

different methodological approaches. Privacy by Design is

structured in a trilogy of applications (information technol-

ogy, accountable business practices, physical design) and the

seven principles quoted above. The EU formulation is more

descriptive and not based on a method; also, the by default

concept is autonomous, whereas the PbD approach embeds

the same concept into by design. According to the text of

Article 25 of the Regulation 679/2016, it is clear that the

EU legislator considers by design and by default as different

concepts, even though the words by design comprehend the

concept by default, making the latter phrase redundant. The

EU formulation is more descriptive and not based on a

method; also, the by default concept is autonomous, whereas

the PbD approach embeds the same concept into by design.

Furthermore, the EU Regulation 679/2016 seems to pay a

lot of attention to the technical and security aspects instead



of the legal concerns, as seen in highlighting of the term

”security”.

Hence, the Internet of Things should adopt the Privacy by

Design principles and statements, always placing the user at

the centre.

IV. IOT EVOLUTION AND ITS APPLICATIONS: A

CHALLENGE

The IoT phenomenon makes to spring several applications

in different sectors (Personal, Home, Vehicles, Enterprise,

Industrial Internet) [10]. This is a continuously evolving

system, and we see to the development of many application

in each sector. In the last few years, it arose the interest

(the needing) to guarantee highest security levels both for

the Industries and the users.

The fields of Big Data and Blockchain are the leading

emerging phenomena in the IoT ecosystem, but people paid

attention more to the technical and security issues than the

privacy ones.

Certainly, the security aspects are relevant to avoid or

reduce the risks for data privacy. However, from a privacy

point of view, we cannot dismiss the right approach, ac-

cording to the PbD principles. In the first phase of analysis,

any project has to be evaluated also thinking how to protect

privacy data and personal information applying the PbD

principles. In concrete, after the evaluation process, the

project has to comply with the law and not after starting

it. Once the project starts, it does not need any process

of compliance with the law because, according to the PbD

principles, the same project has to be already in compliance

with the privacy law before starting it. In this case, (during

the life cycle of the project) it is not required any evaluation

of compliance with the law. In fact, any assessment it is

necessary during the design phase of the project, just for

the nature of the approach ”by design”, applying the PbD

principles correctly.

Several IoT applications have been developed in the

field named ”smart”, such as smart grid, smart city, smart

home, smart car, etc. This indeed represents what is the

IoT evolution that it will continue to grow and develop

creating a lot of fields of action. In the ”smart context,” we

cannot dismiss from the privacy and security risks related to

the communication among objects especially in the case of

processing personal data.

The main questions are:

• ”Where are the users’ personal data stored?”

• ”Who manage the users’ personal data?”

• ”What kind of security measures has been adopted?”

• ”Can it be considered a smart system compliance with

the privacy law?”

The answers depend on the design model used during

the developing preliminary phase. In fact, the ”design”

is a fundamental topic as we illustrate in the following

considerations.

However, in the IoT echo-system are emerging two rele-

vant and complex aspects in part closely related between

them: Big Data and Blockchain. In the last few years,

these have been items of interest in the IoT phenomenon,

intensifying the interest by whom deals with it, especially

because of the implications both from the side of the devel-

opers and from the users. Hence, Big Data and Blockchain

represent the new challenge and the new applications of the

IoT phenomenon.

This scenario entails the need to deepen these aspects,

especially regarding the privacy and data protection issues.

A. Big Data: privacy issues and risks in the Internet of
Things

Despite its many potential benefits, the Internet of Things

poses important privacy and security risks because of the

technologies involved.

According to the Gartner Newsroom [11], 6.4 Billion

Connected Things will be in use in 2016, up 30 percent

from 2015 and the device online are estimated to reach 20.8

billion by 2020. This represents a scenario to be monitored

not only for the big data phenomenon but also for threats

and risks to privacy and security.

A recent study on the threats to our privacy, security

and safety, under the ”Cyberhygiene” project [12], carried

out the report (not yet published) named ”Understanding
end-user cyber hygiene in the context of the Internet of
Things: A Delphi-study with experts”. This report, in the

beginning, says that ”This study aimed to establish expert
consensus concerning the 1) key malicious IoT threats, 2)
key protective behaviours for users to safeguard themselves
in IoT environments, and 3) key risky user behaviours
that may undermine cyberhygiene in IoT environments”4.

In conclusion, this report says ”There was consensus on
the need to consider behaviours across IoT lifecycles. By
considering behaviour across each lifecycle, we have been
able to identify key behaviours that users need to adopt
when using IoT devices. Furthermore, we have been able to
identify key threats that can, for example, put users sensitive
information at risk and risky behaviours that may lead users
to be at risk of a successful attack”.

No doubt, therefore, that even in the IoT ecosystem there

are important risks and threats to privacy and it should take

appropriate precautions.

On the one hand, we can control devices such as vending

machines and stereo speakers with our smartphones, manage

devices in our homes (domotics for energy saving, secu-

rity, comfort, communication) by remote control, and use

smartphone apps to book reservations or purchase services.

Larger-scale IoT applications might include public security

systems or warehouse inventory control systems. It is evident

4See also ”Review of Cyber Hygiene practices” - ENISA - https://www.
enisa.europa.eu/publications/cyber-hygiene



the acceleration of the technological evolution in the last

few years and the IoT phenomenon it is not exempt5.

IoT considers the pervasive presence in the environment

of a variety of things, which through wireless and wired

connections and unique addressing schemes can interact

with each other and cooperate with other things to create

new applications/services and reach common goals. In the

last few years IoT has evolved from being simply a con-

cept built around communication protocols and devices to

a multidisciplinary domain. Devices, Internet technology,

and people (via data and semantics) converge to create

a complete ecosystem for business innovation, reusability,

interoperability, that includes solving the security, privacy

and trust implications.

On the other hand, we have seen the fast and exponential

data growth, data traffic and, hence, another paradigm well-

known as Big Data6. Big data implies data analysis and data

mining procedures but working on big data values7. Nowa-

days it is very simple to develop apps that, by accessing to

data, can execute data mining activities with every possible

consequence. In this context, the primary goal is to protect

data because of their highest value. Among the main risks

we can indeed present the following:

• Identification of Personal Information
The IoT system allows you to transfer data on the In-

ternet, including personal data. Personal information may

be transmitted only when the object in which the microchip

installed is linked to a person. This connection may be direct

or indirect.

We could have a direct link when the user is aware of the

possible transmission of his or her personal data and gives

consent. Alternatively, let us suppose that a person buys

something. Alternatively, the connection may be indirect

when the object is not linked directly to a person but only

indirectly through the use of information that belongs to that

person. For example, if we have x objects linked together

by the Internet, I might know information about object nr. 1,

but I cannot know to whom this information belongs. I can

know, however, that objects nr. 2, 3, and so on are connected

among themselves and to a person named Jane. In this way,

it is possible to link every piece of information provided by

the objects (2, 3, etc.) to Jane. Furthermore, if I know that

5IoT is a concept and a paradigm with different visions, and multidisci-
plinary activities

6Big data is a term for datasets that are so large or complex that
traditional data processing applications are inadequate to deal with them.
Challenges include analysis, capture, data curation, search, sharing, storage,
transfer, visualisation, querying, updating and information privacy. The term
”big data” often refers only to the use of predictive analytics, user behaviour
analytics, or certain other advanced data analytics methods that extract value
from data, and seldom to a particular size of data set. ”There is little doubt
that the quantities of data now available are indeed large, but thats not the
most relevant characteristic of this new data ecosystem.” (Wikipedia)

7Is well-known the Four Vs of Big Data: Volume, Velocity, Variety and
Veracity (IBM). Considering data as value it is possible extend the approach
to 5 V (last V as value).

it is possible to link object nr. 1 to the others (2, 3, etc.),

I can also indirectly know that the information provided by

object nr. 1 likewise belongs to Jane.

• Profiling
There are several risks and threats in the Internet of

Things, but the main one is probably profiling [13], [14].

If objects are linked to a person, it will be possible to

obtain personal information about that person through the

information transmitted over the Internet by each of those

objects. Furthermore, these transmitted data may be stored

in one or more servers. When a person can be identified

through the use of credit or loyalty cards, its very simple to

know the types of products purchased and so on to profile

the person, learning about his or her habits and lifestyle.

The person may have previously provided consent for the

dissemination of data related to his or her purchases for

advertising purposes. Regarding privacy, is it possible to

protect a person? Who manages the personal data? Where

will this data be stored?

Profiling can also be an issue with the movement toward

smart grids and cities, a phenomenon that is close in nature

to the Internet of Things. For some years now, there has

been an interest in modernising the existing electrical grid

by introducing smart meters, which can communicate a con-

sumers energy consumption data to the relevant utilities for

monitoring and billing purposes. From a legal perspective,

there is the need to consider the privacy issues arising from

these initiatives, such as consumer profiling, data loss, data

breach, and lack of consent (consent is mandatory by law).

• Geolocation
Geolocation is another risk because nowadays, by our

device (first of all the smartphones) it is very simple to find

precise details on the location, for instance, digital photos.

Inside each picture file there are some fields among them

EXIF and GPS that contain the technical information about

the photo and also the location where the picture was taken.

If the user has not previously deactivated the geolocation

service in the camera or smartphone, and the pictures have

been published on a website or social network, anyone who

views the photo can know exactly where the picture was

taken and see who was there.

In this way, privacy could be compromised. When smart-

phones and other mobile devices are connected to the

Internet, as they typically are, they contribute every day to

the Internet of things, sending data ready to be used by other

people.

• Liability for Data Breaches
In Europe, there are numerous national and European

Community (EC) laws relating to personal data breaches.

Hence, the Internet of Things also has effects on liability in

cases where the data being collected and transmitted lacks

the appropriate security measures. For example, Directive

2002/58/EC [15] states that: In case of a particular risk of



a breach of the security of the network, the provider of a
publicly available electronic communications service must
inform the subscribers concerning such risk and, where the
risk lies outside the scope of the measures to be taken by
the service provider, of any possible remedies, including an
indication of the likely costs involved.

Another risk is the loss of data during processing. The

consequences entail, of course, liability for the data con-

troller and data processor related to each particular situation.

In fact, because the processing of personal data involves

risks to the data in question (such as the loss of it), the

EU Regulation n. 679/2016 on data protection contains an

article requiring data controllers to conduct a data protection

impact assessment (DPIA)8 an evaluation of data processing

operations that pose particular risks to data subjects.

According to the Article 35, paragraph 1, of the EU Reg-

ulation n. 976/2016 (GDPR) ”Where a type of processing in
particular using new technologies, and taking into account
the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing, is
likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of
natural persons, the controller shall, prior to the processing,
carry out an assessment of the impact of the envisaged
processing operations on the protection of personal data.
A single assessment may address a set of similar processing
operations that present similar high risks”.

This is the law prescription on the need to conduct a

data protection impact assessment (DPIA) in some cases.

This preventive action could avoid or reduce risks for the

fundamental rights such as data protection and privacy. This

demonstrates as is crucial to pay attention to security and

privacy in any project development.

B. Blockchain: what about privacy?

The blockchain ”is a shared, immutable ledger for record-
ing the history of transactions” [16]; it is a ledger of records.

The blockchain was imagined by Satoshi Nakamoto [17].

Blockchain works as a distributed database, and its structure

guarantees any modification or alteration due to the strong

link and timestamp among each block.

Regarding privacy, Satoshi Nakamoto [17] argues that

”privacy can still be maintained by breaking the flow of
information in another place: by keeping public keys anony-
mous”. However, the author says also that ”The risk is
that if the owner of a key is revealed, linking could reveal
other transactions that belonged to the same owner”. That

represents a significant chink in the privacy perspective.

Ensuring privacy and data protection is one of the main aims

of any project which has to address ”by design”, not leaving

any possibility to compromise personal data and/or personal

information.

Axon [18] argues that privacy issues can be dealt with

”privacy-awareness” enabling ”two levels of anonymity: total

8In the rest of the world this is well-known as Privacy Impact Assessment
(PIA).

anonymity, and anonymity to the neighbour group level”.

However, ”privacy-awareness” do not seem a valid solution

because this way it is not enough to be compliance with the

EU GDPR, according to the Article 25 (Data protection by

design and by default).

In another technical contribution [19] you read ”Main-
taining privacy on the blockchain is a complicated issue”.

The authors propose ”A couple of ways to mitigate but not
completely eliminate this issue, if privacy is important for
the considered application”. Privacy is certainly important

on the blockchain, and for this reason, it would be better to

address the issue finding a ”legal” solution to be compliance

with the law.

Other authors [20] say ”Despite the benets provided by
these services, critical privacy issues may arise. That is
because the connected devices (the things) spread sensitive
personal data and reveal behaviours and preferences of their
owners. Peoples privacy is particularly at risk when such
sensitive data are managed by centralised companies, which
can make an illegitimate use of them . . . ”. It is very appre-

ciable these authors’ approach [20] because they propose

a technical solution presenting it in terms of ”private-by-

design IoT” 9. Despite the fact that this proposed solution

highlights the concept ”by design”, from a legal point of

view it does not seem to take on the issue related to the

obligation required by the EU GDPR.

This short scenario shows how on the blockchain there are

certainly privacy issues addressed only providing technical

solutions, without any legal reference. Apart from the high

technical solution, hence, we cannot dismiss the law obliga-

tions, where they are applicable, like in Europe, according

to the GDPR mentioned above. This panorama confirms the

equation according to security is different from privacy; a

system could be very secure but not compliance with the

privacy law. On the contrary, a system could be compliance

with the privacy law and, hence, very secure (obviously if

it has been adopted the security measures).

This is an obligation for the controller. Giving the struc-

ture of the blockchain, it seems that any subject or person

or owner (as defined by Nakamoto) should be a controller

and consequently bound to respect the EU GDPR. From this

scenario arise many consequences for the ”owner” regarding

law obligations.

In fact, according to the GDPR, it is mandatory to ”im-

plement appropriate technical and organisational measures”

9You read ”With the purpose of preventing this situation, the goal of our
research is to encourage a decentralized and private-by-design IoT, where
privacy is guaranteed by the technical design of the systems. We believe
that this can be achieved by adopting Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems.”
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According to the technical structure of the blockchain, all

the system has not any controller because of the lack of a

central controller (a general ”supervisor”) who is responsible

for all the nodes. Each owner, hence, is a controller for the

data processing of his node. In this perspective each owner,

apart from the general securities profiles of the blockchain,

has to respect the law and he is himself is a data processing

controller. Due to the blockchain technical configuration,

in the event of a node was compromised, it is possible to

amount to a controller’s liability and, in this case, there are

certainly other consequences for the owner’s node.

V. CONCLUSION

The Internet of Things involves all stakeholders from

companies to consumers. Focusing on the user (consumer) is

particularly important to guarantee a level of confidentiality

that will earn the users trust. This solution is made possible

by adopting the maximum level of security through the

Privacy by Design (PbD or DPbDabD) approach and per-

forming PIAs to evaluate the privacy risks of data collection

and processing.

The industries may be wary of efforts to regulate the

Internet of Things, as it regards the IoT phenomenon as

a source of enormous business opportunities. For example,

changes in lifestyle such as the use of more technological

services like domotics applications can certainly increase

the consumers quality of life (and industrys profits). It will

be up to consumers, regulators, and privacy professionals to

convince the business sector that understanding the risks re-

lated to the IoT will produce the same business opportunities

to protect privacy and increase the quality of life.

As I hope I have shown, it is crucial to set up a privacy

standard to facilitate a methodological approach to privacy

and data protection. With the Internet of Things reaching

ever more deeply into peoples lives, it would be beneficial

to have an international privacy standard for processing

personal data in the same way throughout the world using

the forward-looking PbD (or DPbDabD) approach.

From a legal point of view, the main difficulty in setting

up and using a privacy standard relates to existing laws,

which are different in each nation (and even in different

states and provinces within those nations). It is possible

to develop a standard privacy framework that organisations

can use for their data protection activities, adapting it to

10Article 25, par. 1, says ”Taking into account the state of the art, the
cost of implementation and the nature, scope, context and purposes of
processing as well as the risks of varying likelihood and severity for rights
and freedoms of natural persons posed by the processing, the controller
shall, both at the time of the determination of the means for processing and
at the time of the processing itself, implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures, such as pseudonymisation, which are designed
to implement data-protection principles, such as data minimisation, in
an effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the
processing in order to meet the requirements of this Regulation and protect
the rights of data subjects”.

national legislation while keeping the central framework for

all nation-states.

Since the Privacy by Design (or DPbDabD) approach is

the foundational methodological approach to privacy pro-

tection, the privacy standard should be adopted according to

PbD principles and statements. At the moment we have no

record of international privacy standard model.

A Privacy Management System (PMS) could be a ref-

erence model or a software system working on the PbD

principles. To develop a PMS confers a benefit to all the

stakeholders because in this way it is possible to automate

every process guaranteeing a good data protection level,

by reducing the privacy and security risks. Furthermore, it

is feasible to use the Artificial Intelligence and Machine

Learning principles to develop a software based on a PMS

to facilitate professionals, public body, Industries and Orga-

nizations in their activities.
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